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INrRODUCTION
The work completed under contract covered a wide range of research activities
including instrument assembly and testing, acquisition of observations,
analysis of data, and theoretical studies. Throughout the period of the
contract, September 1970 through August 1971, work proceeded simultaneously
in four different areas of solar research. These were: (1) assembly and
testing of the previously designed and fabricated components of a multiple-
slit Ed spectrograph, (2) simultaneous observations of the wings of the Ha
line with a newly modified filter, (3) analysis of Ha high resolution
observations in conjunction with magnetic field observations obtained at
Kitt Peak, and (4) theoretical analysis of the D3 line of HeI. The results
achieved in each of these areas are described in the following sections of
this report by the individuals primarily responsible for each task.
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SECTION I
THE MONOCHROMATIC MULTIPLE-SLIT SPECTROGRAPH
Prior to this contract, a unique spectrograph was designed at Lockheed for
obtaining multiple spectra on a chosen line in the visible spectrum. The
components of the spectrograph were provided by Lockheed. Under thi.s contract,
the testing, final assembly, and initial observations were made.
As could be expected for any new observational system, the initial design
was slightly altered, and minor changes had to be made in some components.
A field lens was incorporated at the location of the multiple slit assembly
to eliminate vignetting of the final image. The grating. holder was modified
to accommodate the oversized grating which was received. More adjustable
lens holder mounts were added in order to test different· combinations of
lenses.
The concept of a mUltiple-slit spectrograph depends on using a filter to
isolate the spectrum line for which multiple, parallel spectra are to be
taken. The spectrograph was tE \ted with both 10 Rand 5 RHa interference
filters. It was decided that the 5 RHa filter would be best for initial
observation since it would permit using twice as many slits as to
10 Rfilter for the limited region of the sun to be photographed. The 5 R
filter was mounted in thermally controlled oven for wavelength stability.
The experimental mUltiple-slit assemblies were produced by evaporating an
aluminum coating onto lenses placed behind stretched parallel wires. Tests
of the sharpness of the slit edges showed them to be more than adequate for
the initial low dispersion observation.· It was empirically determined that
0.001 inch slits separated by 0.050 inch yield good resolution, adequately
short exposures, and appropriate spacing for the prefilter having a half-
width of 5.R.
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A narrow band !fa' filter was required for the "slit-jaw" images in order to
I" allow the observer and analyst to identify the slit locations on an Ib' image.
A 1/2 j bandpass Halle' filter was loaned to Lockheed by NOAA for a minimum
period of one year in exchange for Lockheed Observatory's replacement of one
broken and two defective elements. , The filter was successfully repaired and
now delivers an excellent Ha image when used in a good optical system under
optimum atmospheric image quality.
This NOAA filter and the Lockheed 5324 j filter were both used in the final
visual test on the quality of 10" objective, field lens and imaging 'lens
which feed the spectrograph. This combination of optics yielded visual
images resolving structure smaller than one arc second. This is better than
any system yet tested at Lockheed Observatory ~ It is expected that improved
high resolution films will be forthcoming during periods when the atmospheric
image quality is consistent:l¥ good.
The other components which tested satisfactori~ are the polarizing beam-
splitter, a pair of' negative lenses, the littrow lens and grating. In
addition, the transfer optics which relay the "slit jaw" image to the same
film plane as the s~ectral images seem satisfactory. However, due to scattered
light from the coelestat delivering the solar image and also questionable
"seeing" conditions in the opt"CS tunnel where the components were tested,
the final verification of the 'quality of these components awaits the mounting
and operation of the complete system in the solar spar.
This program is being continued under contract with NOAA by means of NASA
support. It is anticipated that time-lapse solar photography obtained with
the above described system will yield new data for analysis on the flash
phase of solar flares, changes in filaments and prominences, and rapidly
changing flare-associated phenomena which are rare:l¥ observed using
conventional spectrographs.
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SECTION 2
NARROW-BAND Ha DOPPLER STUDIES
2.1 Observations
The objective has been narrow-band w Doppler studies of the highest obtain-
able resolution from simultaneous observations in both wings of the .w line.
In order to acquire these data it was necessary to modify a birefringent
filter.
By April 1971 the fabrication of the two-peak, O.3A filter was completed.
It was installed on the NASA solar span in the 7 inch aperture refractor with
a new two-frame 35 mm camera incorporating. a polarizing .beam-splitter. The
filter has the profile shown in Figure 2.1 with two O.3A peaks separated by
O.6A. The polarizing beam-splitter of the two-frame camera separates the
transmission peaks into two images displaced along the length of the film.
Special effort was ~de to give the images precise single frame separation
relative to the film perforations. This will permit exact super-position
of images in cini-projection, color combination and photo-subtraction.
During the period April 1971 through August 1971 we obtained eleven
thousand feet of 35 mm time-lapse studies with simultaneous picture pairs
at 15 second intervals. The system was steadilY improved, especiallY in
filter performance and frame registration. We were fortunate during the
period to record three disk passages of the largest active region in the
southern hemisphere of this solar maximum. We are presently recording the
fourth passage of this region as part of a special cooperative study with
Kitt Peak National Observatory.
Two 16 mm copies, black and white, have been made of the eleven thousand
feet of 35 mm negative. One full co~ is retained at Lockheed for study
4
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Figure 2.1. Transmission profiles of the two-peak ~ filter for Doppler
velocity studies
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and one full copy has been delivered to Dr. Constance Sawyer at NOAA for
separate study.
2.2 Experiments in Color Combinations
Color combinations of several days involving interesting activity have been
made on the'optical printer at Lockheed to assess the value of color cini-
projection versus black and white flicker movies. The color films thus far
studied appear to have vastly improved capability for detection and inter-
pretation of transient and subtle events. Activity and relationships readily
seen in color in some instances can not be found in black and white projec-
tion. We tried to obtain superposition in color with maximum spatial
resolution, but this has not been yet fully realized. There is no technical
reason for not routinely achieving this in the near future.
By separating our Doppler pairs along the length of the film, we have the
option of 16 mmcolor combinations at the same material cost as for 16 mm
black and white. When two frames are combined in color, the footage is one
half' that of a black and white copy. The cost of 16 mm color print stock is
less than twice the cost of black and white. Thus raw color stock costs
slightly less than black and white stock.
The precise separation of picture pairs along the length of our film also
offers the option of convenient photographic subtraction of entire time-
lapse runs. After making a gamma 1.0 contact print of the uriginal, the two
films are displaced one frame and bi-packed in the optical printer. The
super-imposed simultaneous frames are then exposed on copy film by an
automatic skip-frame operation.
The movie-photo-subtraction has not been done because the Lockheed optical
printer will require an improvement to permit the film bi-pack operation.
This improvement is planned in the near future, and the first use of the
photo-subtraction will be the study of five minute oscillations of the quiet
chromosphere.
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2.3 Solar Flares and Transient Emission
To date we have studied 120 small flares observed on the solar disk with the
two-peak 0.3 Rfilter. We tried to center the 0.3 Rfilter peaks at Ed
-0.3 Rand Ha +0.3 R (Figure 2.1) but minor filter temperature excursions
frequently decentered the filter by plus or minu~ o.i' A~
statistically, we must presently conclude that emission centers of the small
flares seen on the disk are essentially identical at all times in their life
when observed at + 0.3 Rand -0.3 R. The first 80 flares observed were
consistently slightly brighter and larger in the red wing, but it now appears
that this effect was, at least partially, a filter weakness. For the 40 flares
observed following a filter adjustment, the red and blue wings appear exactly
identical at all times (Figure 2.2).
We observed only one really energetic major flare, an Importance One bright,
. occurring in the period when the red-wing filter contrast was higher. In
spite of this filter effect, the red wing dominance observed in the pre-
maximum phase (Figure 2.3) is probably real. This flare compares closely
, )
with the flares observed in our broad-band Ed Doppler studies at Ha + and
-1.2A (Lockheed 1968). The red wing flare preced~s the blue wing in size
and intensity by about 30 seconds in time at flare start, with the two
becoming about equal at flare maximum. The slight red dominance observed
here after maximum is probably instrumental.
Admittedly, the "red flash" (Ellison 1949) is short-lived ani. less pronounced
in our narrow-band Doppler studies with small displacements from line center.
Nevertheless its observance is significant to HYder's (1969) in-flow impact
model.
In the few cases where distinct Doppler differences in flare emission were
observed, we usually found a reciprocal dark absorption feature in the
opposite wing.
A single observation of a typical flare-surge near the limb (Figure 2.4)~
associated with downflow from a quasi-eruptive praminenc~,is jUdged worthy
of description. The Doppler differences in flare emission were very fast
changing and subtle but of distinct character. In the early stages the blue
7
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24 JULY 71
1---1 X 10' KM---j
Hoc - .31.
1658·00
175600
Htt + .3A
Figure 2.2. The small flare near the spot shows no Doppler difference,
while nearby filament and fibrils show strong differences
suggesting a giant vortex.
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I--IXI05 KM---t
0129'15
0131 15
0130'15
0132'00
0130045
Figure 2.3 At flare start, the red wing, greater in area and intensity,
precedes the blue wing by about 30 seconds. The two wings
become nearly equivalent at flare maximtun.
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26 JULY 71
Ha: -.3A
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wing is brighter, more compact, and the red wing less bright, longer and more
extensive. The action resembles a much accelerated arch filament or loop
I-
prominence condensation, with one end lifted and blowing outward while the
other flows down. This flow, in opposite directions in a typical flare-
surge,makes its dynamics more analogous to observations of other ordinary
flares.
Evidence for small flares associated with downflow is best displayed in the
flare associated events observed with the new filter system. In several
instances a "moving emission" feature displaying appropriate Dopple~
differences appeared to be direct~ associated with a small flare upon
impacting the chromosphere. In the case of the previous~ described flare-
surge (Figure 2.4), these emission features come from a quasi-eruptive
prominence and appear to descend along an existing filament to associate with
the small flare-surge. In many cases the moving emission appears to originate
in another part of an active region, travels along a small filament and
coincides with a small flare upon arrival at a new location. Frequent~,
the source of the moving emission displayed a rapid short-lived brightening
at the onset, followed by rapid changes in the connecting filament. Measured
velocities of moving emission along filaments ran~ed from 50 to 120 km/sec.
The flare-associated activity so far observed with the new system, especial~
in the films in which the Doppler pairs are color combined, suggests intimate
'connection between separate centers in active regions, and between wide~
separated regions, with evidence that same solar flares are associated with
observed downflm'1.
2.4 New Region Activity
All young regions observed. were characterized :t'Y pronounced "downflow" at the
ends of the arch filament systems (Bruzek 1967). The downflow at the ends of
the arch filaments is much more significant than the upward motion at their
centers. The upward motion was barely discernable in our observations.
The pronounced downflow
brightenings produces a
regions at center disk.
associated direct~ with the emission and transient
dominance of emission in the blue wing for new
In most cases observed, the blue-sided emission was
11
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exactlY co-spatial with the dark ends of the arch filaments in the red wing.
Again we have chromospheric emission associated with downflow (HYder 1967).
Our observations are consistent with Weart's (1970) picture of emerging
magnetic flux and further emphasize the importance of "condensation and
downflow" in the growth process of _plage and sunspot.-
2.5 Observations of Ib' "Evershed" Effect
The most frequent and obvious Doppler differences observed with this filter
configuration is the (Evershed 1948) flow into sunspots. The limb ~s repre-
sented by darkening of fibril and filament structures on the limb side of
sunspots observed in the blue wing (Figures 2.2 and 2.5). The effect is
reversed at the center of the disk (Figure 2.5) with filament and fibril
structures darker in the red wing. Also, striae in sunspot penumbrae appear
distinctlY darker in the red wing at center disk. The flow towards the
sunspots is stronglY transverse and the Doppler differences are best observed
at radius vectors of 0.8 or more on the limb side of spots. The degree of
Evershed flow observed in Ib' presentlY appears strongest with active growing
sunspots.
Along with the darkening of fibrils and filaments, there is a reciprocal
brightening in the opposite wing generallY in the form of a bright ring
around the penumbral border.
2.6 Observing Rotation of the Ib' Chromosphere
As we observe with the two-peak, 0.3 ~ Ib' filter it is necessary to balance
the filter centering for each new location on the solar disk in order to
remove the observed effects of solar rotation. Rotation of the chromosphere
is seen as a change in background structure do~nated by an overall increase
or decrease in photospheric light (Figure 2.6). The experienced observer can
easilY see the structural differences from limb to limb. However, the overall
intensity change represents a more readily measured quantity to roughly
measure the sensitivity of the filter to Doppler velocity change. We measured
the integrated photographic density of picture pairs at selected places of
undisturbed chromosphere using a field aperture of one minute of arc diameter.
J2
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Ha: - .3A 23 AUG 71 Hoc +.3A
Figure 2.5. Evershed flow into the spot when near the limb is most visible
in the blue wing and on the limb side of the spot. At center
disk, Doppler differences are reversed. The filament and
fibril structures around the spot are darker in the red wing.
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Figure 2.6. Rotation of the Ha chromosphere is seen as a change in
background structure dominated. by an overall increase or
decrease in photospheric light.
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Upon changing photographic density to intensity, referencing the film gamma
curve, we found a velocity change of 1 kIn/second is proportional to a 5%
change in background intensity. If we couple this observed filter sensi-
tivity with the present sensitivity of video subtraction techniques which
can see a 0.1% change in intensity, then we have a potential for observing
Doppler velocity changes of 0.05 ~/second. This may be a grossly
optimistic figure. However, we plan to examine the problem more completely
with the possibility of initiating a program of sensitive monitoring of
rotation of the Ha chromosphere for comparison with the daily Doppler
velocity maps prepared by Mt. Wilson Observatory.
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SECTION 3
MAGNETIC FEATURES MOVING FROM THE PERJNETER OF SUNSPOTS
3.1 Introduction
Sheeley (1969) discovered on a series of CN spectroheliograms taken over a
2.5 hour period, bright points moving outward from sunspots with velocities
of the order of 1 km/sec to distances of about 10,000 km. Vrabec (i971)
describes similar features observed on a sequence of Zeeman spectroheliograms
(made in the Ca I line, 6102.7 ~). He noted a persistent radiai outflow of
features of both polarities to where the magnetic network first appears.
More recent]Y, Liu and Sheeley (1971) have identified emission points moving
outward from sunspots with velocities of the order of 1 km/sec on a sequence
of K2v spectroheliograms taken over a 2.5 hours period at a rate of one per
minute. They have interpreted this phenomenon as identical with the bright
·points observed in CN and with the moving magnetic knots observed by Vrabec.
Because the moving features of magnetic flux appear on K2v spectroheliograms,
it is probable that they extend into the chromosphere. Therefore, it is of
p~tictilar interest to study Ed structure in relation to the occurrence of
t.his phenomenon.
~.2 Observations
As part of a continuing program, simultaneous Ed and magnetic field observa-
tions were made of several active regions from 15-18 October and 28-31 October
1970. At Lockheed Solar Observatory high resolution Ib filtergrams were
taken using a 1 Rband-pass filter. During these Ib observations, magnetograms
were made with the best possible spatial resolution using the new 40-channel
magnetograph (Livingston and Harvey, i97l) at the Kitt Peak National Observa-
tory. The magnetic field data were then reduced to computer-generated
pictures, where the departure from grey is proportional to the square root of
the observed magnetic field. An example is shown in Figure 1.
LOCKHEED MISSILES Be SPACE· COMPANY
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Figure 1. Computer-generated picture of sunspots and corresponding magnetic
fields observed on 29 October 1970. Note the numerous dot-like
magnetic features surrounding the largest sunspots.
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Information concerning the observations is listed in Table I •
3.3 Results
In this section we discuss the characteristics of the moving magnetic features
as observed on the magnetograms and their relation to Ha structure.
Because of the nature of the display, the most obvious moving magnetic features
have a polarity opposite to that observed for the parent spot, as shown in
Figure 1. When the sequence of magnetrograms is viewed as a movie, moving
magnetic features of both polarities are observed, as has been found by
Sheeley (1971) and Vrabec (1971). In general, however, it is difficult to
isolate or to follow same polarity features on individual magnetograms. Our
results, therefore, pertain specifically to the opposite polarity features.
The sequence of magnetograms in Figure 2 illustra~es the appearance and
behavior of the moving magnetic features. The magnetic features (dark) first
appear near the outer edge of the penumbra and. move outward from the parent
spot (light) located near the center of the frame. When the features reach
the network field, they vanish. No feature has been observed closer than
1500 kIn to the outer edge of the penumbra.
The features are seen as either single elements or as a collection of small
concentrated areas (which may appear at the same time) roughly forming an
e 'c around the sunspot, as in Figures 1 and 2. The individual elements
making up the arc do not necessarily move outward with the same velocity.
The moving magnetic features are unresolved even with these high resolution
magnetograms. Because they are unresolved, we are unable to accurately
establish the field strength or flux, though a lower limit to the flux can
be determined.
For the lower resolution magnetograms, the absolute value of the flux ranges
from 3.3 x 1017 to 2.5 x 1019 maxwells and for the higher resolution magneto-
grams from 1.1 x 1017 to 1.4 x 1019 maxwells. If we assume the flux is
concentrated into one resolution element, we find the longitudinal field
strength ranges from 10 to 750 g for the lower resolution magnetograms
18
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(one resolution element is 2.5 arc-sec square) and from 14 to 1800 g for the
•. higher resolution magnetograms (one resolution element is 1.25 arc-sec square).
For five moving magnetic features, we have attempted to eliminate the background
fields from the magnetic field measurements of the features by subtracting
a magnetogram, where no opposite polarity features were observed, from one
with the features. The results are listed in Table II.
TABIE II
COMPARISON OF THE OBSERVED AND CORRECTED
FLUX OF MOVING MAGNETIC FEATURES
Date
(1970)
17 October
17 October
17 October
17 October
i8 October
Resolution
Element
(arc-sec)
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
2.5
Observed Flux
(maxwells)
-1.2 x 1018
-1.3 x 1018
13
-2.3 x 10
-1.1 x 1017
-1.9 x 1018
Corrected* Flux
(maxwells)
-3.1 x 1018
-3.2 x 1018
-4.8 x 1018
-2.6 x 1018
-1.6 x 1019
*Flux corrected for background fields
In Figure ,3, plots of distance versus time of several of the magnetic features
are shown. The velocity of the features during their lifetime appears to be
constant within the errors of observation. The'velocities of a sample of
54 features ranged from 0.4 to 2.3 km/sec with a mean velocity of 1.1 km/sec.
For a few of the features, those having a large flux, the velocity substan-
tial~ decreases as the feature approaches to within 2000 km of the network
as in Figure 4. This effect appears to be due to the longer time (60-90
minutes) for the field of the feature to merge with the network fields than
21
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we have observed for most of the magnetic features, the merging time being
generalLy less than 30 minutes.
In general, the direction of motion'of the magnetic features is approxi-
mately radialLy outward -from the parent sunspot. On our observations,
more than half of the features fol:l-owed the same path as previous features.
Although they seem to follow the same path, the velocities of successive
features can be different, as shown in Figure 3, but in many cases are the
..same ,.:as.. shol'm .in,..Figure·4.
It was of interest to determine if there existed an Ha event (flare) surge,
etc.) which might mark the initiation, termination, or the passage of the
magnetic feature away from the sunspot.
We found no conclusive evidence of any Ed feature which might correspond to
any aspect of the magnetic feature. In a few cases, an Ea event (usualLy a
darkening of a fibril) occurred just prior to and in the vicinity of the
magnetic feature. However, similar Ha events were observed without any
associated magnetic feature.
An examination also was made of high resolution Ha ±1.2 Rfiltergramsat
Ha + 1.2 Rand Ha - 1.2 R (made with a double 0.2 Rpassband filter) taken
from 20 to 30 September 1966 to determine if the bright points observed
a~ound.sunspots in the wings of Ed show any motion similar to that observed
i~r the moving magnetic features. Unfortunately magnetograms of adequate
resolution were not available at this time. However, we found no evidence
of any motion of the Ed bright points. In addition, the lifetimes of the
bright points were much shorter than that typicalLy observed for the moving
magnetic features observed more recentLy.
The longitudinal magnetic field configuration of spots associated with the
moving magnetic features is exemplified by that shown in Figures 1, 2, and 5.
We observe a concentration of field corresponding to the sunspot, a zone of
very weak longitudinal field containing the moving magnetic features, and
then the network field at about 15,000 km to 25,000 km from the sunspot.
Though our sample was small, no moving magnetic features were observed in
24.
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a.ssociation with growing spots. Ra.ther, the spots having the moving
magnetic features were established or were decaying.
A comparison of Ho! filtergrams with the magnetograms showed no plage in the
weak field zone where the magnetic features were observed. When seeing
permitted, we noted Ho! fibrils in t,he areas where the magnetic features were
observed, as shown in Figure 5. We have observed fibrils in regions where
no moving magnetic features are detected; this is not unexpected, since we
are undoubtedly seeing only the .~arger of the m~gnetic features.
With few exceptions, Ho! fibrils were aligned with the direction of motion
of the magnetic features. Though the lifetimes of the fibrils are 10-20
minutes, the fibril alignment with the direction of 'motion of the magnetic
feature persists during most of the lifetime (1-6 hours) of the magnetic
feature. Loughead (1968) is a study of the fibrils surrounding sunspots
(the superpenumbra) found the average ,lifetime of the fibrils to be 17
minutes though the general orientation of the fibrils did not change over
a period of 1.5 hours.
While we do find that the Ho! fibrils are aligned with the direction of
motion of the magnetic features, it is not clear TThether or not a direct
relation exists between the fibrils and the magnetic features. The lack of
plage, the existence of fibrils and the weak longitudinal fields suggest
that the moving magnetic features occur where the magnetic f -=ld is
principally horizontal.
3.4 Discussion
As pointed out previously, Liu and Sheeley (1971) have found evidence of the
'moving magnetic features extending into the chromosphere. At photospheric
levels, we have found that the fields of the moving magnetic features are
comparable to that observed for plage fields. However, there does not appear
to be a corresponding brightening in Ho! for the magnetic features as we
observe for the plage fields.
Our study has indicated that the Ho! fibrils surrounding sunspots occur where
we observe magnetic features and are aligned with the direction of motion of
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the features. In a few instances we have noticed fibrils terminating in or
,. near a magnetic feature. This observation, while not conclusive, suggests
that the fibrils connect the sunspot and the moving magnetic features of
opposite polarity. One additional observation appears to substantiate the
above interpretation. If fibrils ~ollow magnetic field lines as suggested
by Loughhead (1968) and Bruzek (1969), then the fibrils must connect areas
of opposite polarity. Within the resolution limit of the magnetograms
and in most of the regions where the fibrils occur, the on~ areas of
polarity opposite to that of the sunspot are the moving magnetic features.
As the magnetic features move out toward the network fields, conditions
along the field lines may change sUfficient~ to result in the formation of
a succession of fibrils, having general~ the same orientation.
It is not clear yet how these magnetic features fit into the evoluation of
active region, but it seems possible that we are seeing a manifestation of
the mechanism for the dispersal of sunspot fields suggested by Leighton (1964).
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Section 4
HeI D3 EMISSION FROM FLARE REGIONS
J. L. Kulander
Abstract
The D3 line intensity in a 1000 kID thick plane parallel layer has
been calculated assuming the layer to be optically thin. Electron tempera-
tures between 104 and 5 x 104 ~ and electron densities between lOll and
14 -310 cm were considered. The results show that for the D3 line to
appear in emission against the photosphere an electron density of at
12 -3 0least about 10 cm and an electron temperature of the order of 15,000 K
are required.
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He D3 EMISSION FROM FLARE REGIONS
J. L. Kulander
Ie INrRODUCTION
The purpose of the theoretical effort this year has been to deter-
mine the physical conditions within a flare region which would allow the
HeI D3 line to appear in emission against the photosphere. This emission,
as opposed to the usual absorption, has been observed at the Lockheed
Rye Canyon facility. The D3 line represents' the transition
33D ~ 23po at 58761 (cf. the energy level diagram in Figure 1). The
photospheric radiation at this wavelength is well represented by a blackbody
Our task then has been to calculate the D3 line emission from a mod~l
flare region and compare it with the photospheric intensity. For the
model, we cbose a plane-parallel layer with a physical thickness of 1000 km.
situated just above the photosphere. A 1000 km layer is a reasonable model
based on current observations and understanding of flare phenomena. There
are great uncertainties however and this is only an order of magnitude
estimate. The temperature range studied was 104 - 5 x 104 OK with the
11 14-3
electron density varying from 10 - 10 cm . We assumed that the layer
is optically thin in all lines and continuua. The results are given in
Section IV. We know that such a layer is not in fact optically thin in
many resonance lines and continuua. The optically thin solution is much
less complicated than the thick solutions and represents a logical starting
point for the more detailed treatments. The optical thicknesses actually
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~encountered are discussed in Section V. Unfortunately, time did not permit
us to obtain publishable solutions for the optically thick layer during the
present study. We did however begin to consider this problem.
A considerable effort was made in obtaining a reliable set of reaction
rates for the various bound-bound and bound-free radiative and collisional
transitions. Our model HeI atom (Figure 1) contained the 19 energy levels
through n =4; the model He II ion (Figure 2) contained nine levels again
through n = 4. A recent summary of the available cross sections is given by
Hearn (1969). We used the results of many of the papers mentioned by·
Hearn in obtaining our reaction rates. Unfortunately, the rates he obtained
and used in his calculations were not presented. The electron impact excita-
tion rates are probably the most uncertain and the most time consuming to
tabulate since there are significant transitions between all pairs of levels
~ot just those for which there is an allowed radiative transition. It was
noticed that there can be a wide variation in cross sections for electron
impact excitation amounting to factors of 102 or larger. We decided that it
would be very useful if someone were to c~culate these rates using all of
the available cross sections and to present them in a simple analytical form.
This would serve both to illustrate the uncertainties involved in using dif-
ferent cross section results and also eliminate a great deal of time by
relieving subsequent investigators of the tedious process of reproducing the
published cross sections and numerically integrating them over a Maxwellian
distribution. A separate paper has been written discussing these electron-
impact excitation rates. The various cross sections and transition probabili-
ties we have used are described in more detail in Section III.
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We have not had sufficient time during the present contract to
review all of the previous work on the D3 line emission. We will,
however, present in the next section of this final report a summar,y
of some of the more interesting previous studies.
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II.
~
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
The statistically steady state level populations of model HeI atoms
have been calculated by a number of investigators for temperatures and densi-
ties characteristic of the outer solar atmosphere. Almost none of these
authors has considered a sufficiently detailed energy level structure in the
model atom to accurately obtain the D3 line emission. Jefferies (1955) e.g.
treats the 2s and 2p levels as a single level. De Jager and de Groot (1957)
consider the 2sand 2p terms separately but the term structure of higher
levels is ignored. This higher term structure is also ignored by Athay and
Johnson (1960). They also neglect the effect of the He II ion processes by
using other values for the HeI/He II equilibrium. Athay and Johnson arrive
at.. the conclusion that in the temperature range 40,000-50,000 OK the D3
line will appear in emission for n ;<:'; 1012 almost independently of T. We
e e
shall arrive at a similar conclusion as discussed in section IV.
Zirin (1956) assumes in his calculations that transitions between
terms of a given level are of negligible importance in determining the
occupation numbers. This is known to be a poor assumption. Shklovsky and
Kononovitch (1958) have calculated the D3 line intensity but have made a
number of unrealistic physical assumptions. More recently Hearn (1969) has
calculated the occupation numbers of a 41 level HeI atom but he only presents
results for the resonance line intensities.
Jefferies (1957) has calculated the D3 line intensity from a layer
assumed to be optically thick in the D3 line. The transport equation was
solved assuming coherent scattering with no photospheric radiation in the
line. Jefferies' results are very qUalitative since it is known that the
D3 line is probably not optically thick. His results are given in Table L
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Table I
He D3 Intensity with Respect to Photospheric Continuum
Te == 104 4 4 4l 1.25 x 10 1.5 x 10 2.5 x 10
n
e
lOll 0.25 0.34 0.39 0.50
1012 0.99 1.1 1.7 1.9
1013 2.4 2.8 3.4 4.3
1014 3.6 4.0 5.4 6.3
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III.
~
TRANSITION RATES
The atomic processes within HeI and He II used in this calculation
are listed below together with references used for the numerical values of
the cross sections and rate coefficients.
A. Spontaneous radiative transitions
L f numbers for all allowed transitions from Wiese, Smith and
Glennon (1966)
2. HeI transition 23p ~l~S; Garstang (1967)
3. HeI transition 2l S ~lls; Victor (1967)
4. HeI transition 23S ~lls; Mathis ( 1957)
B. Collisional excitation by electron impact
L HeI: lIS to n3s, n'S, n3p, nIp, nlD; the experimental
John, Miller and Lin (1964)
lIS to n3D, n3F, n~; Ochkur and Brattsev (1965)
3 1 3 1Between 2 S, 2 S, 2 P, 2 P; Burke, Taylor, Cooper and
23S to nlS, n~, n~'} n~; Ochkur and Brattsev (1966)
5. He II: l2S to 22S, 22p, 32p; Burke, McVicar and Smith (1964)
measurements of st.
2. HeI:
3. HeI:
Ormonde (1967)
4., HeI:
6. All optically allowed transitions not specified above; the
dipole approximation; Seaton (1962) with cutoff parameter of Saraph (1964)
7. All optically forbidden transitions not specified above; the
semi-empirical gaunt factors given by Allen (1963)
C. Photoionization
Photoionization cross sections from all levels are computed using
the quantum defect method of Burgess and Seaton (1959).
D. Collisional ionization by electron impact
l. HeI: 1 values quoted by Kieffer and Dunn (1966)1 S measured
2. HeI: 3 values of Long ( 1967)2 S measured
3. Collisional ionizat~on rates from all other levels are
computed using the semi-empirical formula given by House (1964)
The various inverse rates were calculated from standard equilibrium
relationships which are universally valid.
A comparison of the various collisional excitation rates by electron
impact is given in a separate paper. The accuracy of the various rates can
be inferred from the differences in the rates presented for the same transi-
·tion using different measured and theoretical cross sections.
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IV. HeI - D3: THEORETICAL LINE I:NTENSITIES
The level populations of the model HeI and II atoms shown in Figures
1 and 2 have been calculated assuming a statistically steady state. The energy
levels, f-numbers, and other parameters are given in our accompanying paper.
The method of solution and basic equations have been previously given
(Kulander, 1965)·for the optically thin situation which we have assumed.
The thin atmosphere assumption means that there is no self absorption of
radiation emitted by the flare itself and that the external radiation
has a constant intensity throughout the flare region. The 1000 km thick
flare model has spatially uniform electron temperature and density distri-
butions. This layer is assumed to be irradiated over one hemisphere (Which
we denote by a dilution factor w = 0.5) by a 6000oK'blackbody spectrum
simulating the solar photospheri.c radiation.
Figure 3 illustrates the relative concentrations of HeI, Hell and· He III for
II ~ . 0 0
electron densities n = 10 and n = 10 for 10,000 K ~ T ~ 70,000 K. As n ~O
e e e e
relative concentrations approach values independent of n. The values at
e
n = 1~14 illustrate the departure from this asymptotic value. Figure L.
e
illustrates the same HeI, II and III equilibrium concentrations only wi'~h
w = 0, i.e. with no external photospheric radiation incident upon the
flare model layer. We present this case here and in subsequent figures
to show the relative influence of the external photospheric radiation as
opposed to the internal particle interactions within the flare. Table II
shows the temperatures for which there are equal concentrations of HeI
and II, and Hell and III.
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TABLE II
TEMPERATURES FOR EQUAL CONCENTRATIONS
HeiHeII = 1 .
w = 0.5 w = 0
HeII/HeIII = 1
w = 0.5 w = 0
22,100
21,700
23,700
22,100
67,100
66,200
67,100
66,200
The upper level of the D3 line is level 9 and the lower is level 4·
on our model. The intensity in the D3 line is given by:
I (D3) =
v
(1)
where n9 is the population of level 9/cm3, ~4 is the Einstein transition
probability, ~ is the normalized absorption profile, and ~x is the total
v
layer thickness taken to be 103 km. For a Doppler broadened line pro-
file the line center intensity becomes
Iv
o
=
n9 A94 hV94 ~x
41t j;. ~vD
(2)
'Where the Doppler half-width ~vD is
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( 3)
The intensities obtained from Eq. (2) and divided by the photospheric
intensity are shown in Figure 5 for electron densities of lOll, 1012, 1013,
14 -3 t1fand 10 cm • The He concentration is assumed to be lOp that of H. The H
is assumed to be completely ionized. It is not clear at present how much
enhancement of the flare intensity above the background is required to make
the flare appear in emission. This is an experimental question which should
be further clarified this year. If a 10010 increase is necessary then any
value above one in Figure 5 will produce emission. It is apparent that a
minimum electron density of about 1012 cm-3 is then required for emission
and that unless n > 1014 cm-3 a minimum temperature of 13,000oK is required.
e .
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of the photospheric radiation on the
D3 emission. The ratio of the D3 line intensity without the photospheric
radiation to that with this external radiation is shown. As one would
expect the influence of the photospheric radiation is most important when
the electron temperature and density are low and therefore excitations by
collisions are relatively small. The photospheric excitation can raise the
D3 emission by as much as 50.,
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V. DISCUSSION
We note that for our model HeI a~d II atoms there are three resonance
lines in both HeI and II. Using the occupation numbers obtained under the
thin atmosphere assumption we can estimate the optical thickness in these
resonance lines. The subordinate lines are almost always thin because
of their small lower level populations. The optical depths so obtained
are shown in Figure 7 as a function of T for the case n
e e
= lOll, w = 0.5
These values would be changed if the populations had been obtained with
the resonance lines assumed not optically thin, however the values in
Figure 7 represent a first approximation. I~ is clear from Figure 7
othat for temperatures between 13,000 and 40,000 K all three resonance
lines in each atom are optically thick and transport equations should
be included for each line. We are in the process of improving our model
accordingly.
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